INDIANA UNIVERSITY SOUTH BEND
FACULTY/STAFF PUBLICATIONS LISTS 2013

The following list includes those published items and creative works as submitted by the faculty and staff at IUSB. The list is not intended as a comprehensive list of all works published by IUSB faculty and staff during 2013.

Arts

Jane Cera


Samantha Joyce


Michael Lasater


Susan Moore


Dora Natella


9th Annual Magnitude 7, National Juried Exhibition, 253 artists submitted 523 works for consideration. Thirty-two works by 27 artists were selected. Manifest creative research Gallery and Drawing Center, Cincinnati, OH. Curated by Jason Franz.


Midwest Sculpture Initiative Outdoor Sculpture Exhibit. Midwest Juried Exhibition. “Overseer” is installed at Cumberland crossing Dr. for one years until summer 2014. Curated by Ken Thompson.

2013 Michiana Annual Art Competition, Regional Juried Exhibition, June 22 - August 4, at the Box Factory for the Arts, St. Joseph, MI.

Marjorie Rusche


Eric Souther

Solo Exhibitions


Permanent Collection


Group Exhibitions

Against the Grain: Wood in Contemporary Art, Craft and Design. traveling exhibition, Curated by Lowery Stokes Sims


Global Fold – 43°, Jilin University, Changchun, China, 2013. Search Engine Vision “Buddha”; single channel video, 3D Digital Mandala; ink jet print, Circling Satellites; ink jet print, 10,000 Lines; ink jet print

Open Projector Night No. 6, UICA Film Theater, December 18, 2013, Grand Rapids, MI. Myth of the Masses, single channel video


Filmideo, Index Art Center, April 20, 2013, Newark, NJ. Myth of the Masses, single channel video

Microchromatic, Paragraph Gallery, ArtSounds, November 12 & 15, 2013, Kansas City, MO. Installation focused on recreating synesthetic experience through audiovisual submersion

Faculty + Emeritus Exhibition, Indiana University South Bend, August 26–October 12, 2013, South Bend, IN. Projecting Buddha, multi-media installation

Bivouac 2013, Horse Bazaar, Curated by Jessica Litsas & Mark Walker, October 30–November 20, 2013, Melbourne, Australia. Life of the Maelstrom, 3-channel video

The Cutting Room, Nottingham Playhouse, September 13–30, 2013, Nottingham, UK. Myth of the Masses, single channel video

ArtPrize, The B.O.B, September 18–October 6, 2013, Grand Rapids, MI. Search Engine Vision “Buddha”, single channel video

Kronosfera, Galerija 12 New Media Hub, January 18–25, 2013, Belgrade, Serbia. Myth of the Masses, single channel video

Peepshow 2013: Hot Mess, DNIPRO Ukrainian Center, February 23, 2013, Buffalo, NY. Pleasures in the Cloud, single channel video
Biology

Peter Bushnell

Thomas Clark

David Wilkes

Business & Economics

Tracey Anderson

Vishal Bindroo

Mark Fox


Robert Kenagy


**Gary Kern**


**Xing Lu**


**Jamshid Mehran**


**Leon Schjoedt**


**Ganesh Vaidyanathan**


**David Vollrath**


**Haiyan Yin**


**Hong Zhuang**


**Chemistry**

**Matthew Marmorino**


**Computer Science**

**Hossein Hakimzadeh**


**Dana Vrajitoru**


**James Wolfer**


**Liqiang Zhang**


Criminal Justice

**Kristen Budd**


Education

**Michelle Bakerson**


**Ni Chang**


**Susan Cress**


**Hope Smith Davis**

Davis, Hope Smith and Anne E. Brown. ”The Quantitative Literacy Connection: Is Literacy Instruction the Key to Teaching Mathematical Habits of Mind?” In *The 62nd Yearbook of Literacy Research Association*, edited by Pamela J. Dunston et al. (November 2013).

**Frank McGoron**

**Gwynn Mettetal**


**Bruce Watson**


**English**

**Benjamin Balthaser**


**Nancy Botkin**


Botkin, Nancy. “Skin” *Eclipse* 24: (Fall 2013).

**Diane Economakis**

Lee Kahan

Erinn Kelley

David Dodd Lee

Robert Meyer-Lee
Kelcey Parker


Parker, Kelcey. “Excerpt from Liliane's Balcony.” Talking Writing (October 2013).

Parker, Kelcey. “Postcards to Bo ena.” Sou'wester (Spring 2013).

History

Jonathan Nashel


Micheline Nilsen


Dmitry Shlapentokh


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “Kyrgyzstan between China and Russia.” CACI Analyst (16 April, 2013).


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “Russia’s ‘outsourced’ jihadists come home.” (3 September, 2013).

**Tim Willig**


**Lisa Zwicker**


**Informatics**

**Raman Adaikkalavan**


**Hang Dinh**


**Liguo Yu**


**Library**

**Nancy Colborn**

Wootton Colborn, Nancy “My Experiment with the Flipped Classroom Model.” *LOEX Quarterly* 39:3 (2012). http://commons.emich.edu/loexquarterly/vol39/iss3/5

**Julie Elliott**


Craig Finlay


http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/libphilprac/991

Alison Stankrauff


Susan Thomas


Mathematical Sciences

Anne Brown

Davis, Hope Smith and Anne E. Brown. ”The Quantitative Literacy Connection: Is Literacy Instruction the Key to Teaching Mathematical Habits of Mind?” In The 62nd Yearbook of Literacy Research Association, edited by Pamela J. Dunston et al. (November 2013).

Michael Darnel


Anna Savvopoulou

Savvopoulou, Anna and Christopher M. Wedrychowicz. “On the weak-type (1,1) of the uncentered Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator associated to certain measures on the plane.” Arkiv for Matematik (June 2013).

Caroline Shapcott

Shapcott, Caroline. “New bijections from n-color compositions.”  

Philosophy

Mahesh Ananth

Ananth, Mahesh. “Why Superman Should not be able to Read Minds.”  

Physics

Jerry Hinnefeld

*Physical Review C* 87: (2013)


Ilan Levine


Rolf Schimmrigk

Schimmrigk, Rolf. “MOTIVIC L-FUNCTION IDENTITIES FROM CFT AND ARITHMETIC MIRROR SYMMETRY.”  

Schimmrigk, Rolf. “Emergent spacetime and black hole probes from automorphic forms.”  

Schimmrigk, Rolf. “AUTOMORPHIC BLACK HOLE ENTROPY.”  

Henry Scott

Scott, Henry P., Vincent M. Doczy, Mark R. Frank, Maggie Hasan, Jung-Fu Lin, and Jing Yang.  
“Magnesite formation from MgO and CO2 at the pressures and temperatures of Earth’s mantle.”  
*American Mineralogist* 98 (2013).
Political Science

Elizabeth Bennion


Bennion, Elizabeth A. “Cheap, But Not Effective: An Experiment Showing that Indiana's Online Registration System Fails to Make E-mail an Effective Way to Register New Voters.” Indiana Journal of Political Science 14: (2013).


Bennion, Elizabeth A. and Hannah M. Dill. “What Are We Teaching When We Teach Engagement The Political Science Educator 17:2 (2013).


Steven Gerencser


Neovi Karakatsanis


**Bruce McDonald**


**Gabriel Popescu**


**James Smith**


**Psychology**

**Catherine Borshuk**


**Matthew Costello**


**Kevin Ladd**


Ladd, K. L. “What is the psychology of prayer?” *Jorndad Interdisciplinar de Pesquisa em Teologia e Humanidades* 1: (2013).


**John McIntosh**


**Social Work**

**John Gallagher**


**Sociology**

**David Blouin**


**Gail McGuire**


**Theo Randall**


**James VanderVeen**

Women’s & Gender Studies

Christina Gerken


World Languages

Julio Hernando


Hernando, Julio F. “Por muertas las dexaron: una cita bíblica en el Poema de mio Cid” La corónica 41:2 (2013).


Jeff Luppes


Luppes, Jeff. “German American Contributions Honored.” South Bend Tribune (October 9, 2012).